
MEET YOUR MAKER – JOANNA WELLS OF MODEL FARM & KUTCH WINE 

WINE NOTES 

2016 Model Farm Estate, Syrah, Petaluma Gap, Model Farm 

Inspired by the industrious small vignerons of the Northern Rhone and captivated by their wines, we began our 

journey in search of cool climate Syrah. We were immediately drawn to the Petaluma Gap. The cold foggy mornings, 

a few fleeting hours of late day sun, and namesake consistent wind (reminiscent of the Mistral) are ideal. Now, after 

countless hours spent in the vineyard, we have come to know and love this daily rhythm and have an even greater 

appreciation for how unique this area really is. 

2016 P&M Staiger Chardonnay, Santa Cruz Mountains, Model Farm 

Our Chardonnay comes from a historic site located deep in the Santa Cruz Mountains. The P&M Staiger vineyard was 

planted in 1973, own-rooted, to a selection of the old Wente clone. To say it is rare to find an own-rooted 

Chardonnay vineyard in California is an understatement!  The vineyard sits on a steep south-west slope at over 1,000 

feet elevation high above the San Lorenzo valley. This elevation allows for ample sunlight while the cold pacific air 

moderates the temperature. As with our favorite sites, the vineyard gets plenty of fog at the start and end of each 

day. The soils are a thin mix of sandstone and shale promoting full flavor ripeness at low sugars and high acidity. 

2015 Chardonnay, Sonoma Coast, Kutch Wines 

Very fine, slight tart lemon and assertive with delicate matchstick notes. Green apple, lemon cream, slight pineapple 

and underlying minerality. Linear and precise with tight lean but flavourful apricot pit,chamomile and wild flower 

essence on the palate. Beautifully taut with keen acidity. 

Winemaker Brief: Whole cluster pressed. Grapes are native yeast fermented & native malocatic fermented in barrel. 

Gravity movement of all wine. And then aged sur lie for 12 months in 25% new French oak, 75% neutral French oak. 

No racking in barrels. An additional 6 months of tank aging then 18th months in bottle. 

2015 Pinot Noir, Sonoma Coast, Kutch Wines 

Comprised of carefully selected barrels from our top tier vineyards, this wine seamlessly weaves together the unique 

qualities of the true Sonoma Coast. Savory notes of Chinese five spice, bergamot, and Mediterranean herbs shine on 

the nose. The palate is saline-driven, speaking to its place, and vibrant red fruits balance the mineral core.  

Winemaker Brief: 100% whole cluster, native yeast & native malolactic fermentation, aged for 12 months in 100% 

neutral oak without racking, 12.5% alcohol, un-fined & unfiltered. 

2016 Pinot Noir, Sonoma Coast, Kutch Wines 

Our Sonoma Coast appellation wine is a declassified wine from our single vineyard designates including McDougall, 

Falstaff, Bohan and Signal Ridge. This is a wine of charm, yet solid age-ability. It’s bright and vibrant with red fruits 

backed by herbal spice and floral notes. The whole cluster fermentation creates a gentle, textural tannin that builds 

to frame the solid core of fruit and preserve it for many years to come.  

Winemaker Brief: 100% whole cluster, native yeast & native malolactic fermentation, aged for 12 months in 100% 

neutral oak without racking, 12.1% alcohol, unfined & unfiltered. 

2017 Pinot Noir, Sonoma Coast, Kutch Wines 

Our Sonoma Coast appellation wine is created from a blend of cool, true Sonoma Coast vineyards. This is a wine of 

early charm, yet solid age-ability. It’s bright and vibrant with red fruits backed by herbal spice and floral notes. The 

whole cluster fermentation creates a gentle, textural tannin that builds to frame the solid core of fruit and preserve 

it for many years to come. 

 Winemaker Brief: 100% whole cluster, native yeast & native malolactic fermentation, aged for 17 months in 100% 

neutral oak without racking, 12.9% alcohol, unfined & unfiltered. 


